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Israel attacked dozens of targets at night
Gaza Strip

Middle East /Vienna, 18.11.2012, 12:47 Time

USPA NEWS - The Israeli army in the night on Sunday again bombarded targets in Gaza. It had been hit by dozens of rocket
launchers, said the military. In addition, a training and a communication center for the ruling Hamas in the Gaza Strip had been taken. 

According to Israeli media reports, Palestinian militants fired after midnight, first from firing rockets into Israel. In the morning, however,
howled in several towns near the Gaza Strip again the sirens. Even the navy had "terror sites" attack on the northern coast of the Gaza
Strip.

Toddler dead
According to the Palestinian Ministry of Health and by eyewitnesses in the attacks in the night, two young children were killed and
about 25 people injured.

In the northern Gaza Strip several houses had been taken. Even the office of the Al-Quds TV, which the ruling Hamas in Gaza is close
to, had been attacked. Thereby, six journalists were injured.

Israel Radio reported that since Wednesday were 800 rockets have been fired into Israel. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
wants to stop the attacks in Gaza if the rocket attacks on Israel at the same time can be set.

Rockets on Tel Aviv
On Sunday, the sirens sounded again in Tel Aviv. Treatment after an explosion in the city center could be heard. The police said a
short time later, two missiles were intercepted by the Iron Dome defense system. Militant Hamas members are known to fired two
missiles developed by Iran Fajr-5 type to have.

Iran denies missile deliveries
Iran has rejected Israeli allegations that they have supplied Fajr-5 rockets with longer range to Palestinian militants in the Gaza Strip.
The allegations were entirely without foundation, said the chairman of the Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Affairs and National
Security on Iranian television.

The militants did not need any outside help, Alaeddin Boroujerdi was quoted as saying on the website of the Arabic-language TV
channel Al-Alam.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-243/israel-attacked-dozens-of-targets-at-night.html
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